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said during the actual scene, Tera and I actually have had no issues with each other. There was, "Wait a minute. Jay: I've got this
buddy that I want to take her to see.$\begingroup$ Many good questions generate some degree of opinion based on expert
experience, but answers to this question will tend to be almost entirely based on opinions, rather than facts, references, or

specific expertise. If this question can be reworded to fit the rules in the help center, please edit the question. This question
should be migrated. So that answers can be peer reviewed and upvoted by mathematicians. Why this happened?

Mathematicians' way to getting good answers is to have a discussion. Discussion can be noisy. This question has too many
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disputable comments. Every answer is on mathematics. Stating facts is difficult. What should have happened? Presenting a
concrete problem is often the most helpful thing for people to share their knowledge and help. Encouraging people to write a
concrete answer is to help new users of MSE. What will happen now? In this case, it is basically impossible to say what will
happen now. When should it be migrated? On mathematics, it is a good idea to ask specific questions about mathematics,

instead of asking what mathematics is. On Physics, it is good to post a question about Physics. On Biology, it is good to post a
question about Biology. On Chemistry, it is good to post a question about Chemistry. On Economics, it is good to post a

question about Economics. On... Q: My Raspberry Pi keeps freezing up I recently bought a Raspberry Pi B+ and now whenever
I boot it up, the screen flickers, and then it's frozen for a few minutes before it shows the error "A start job is running for over

120 seconds (so you can see it on screen for a few minutes)". This is really annoying as I 82157476af
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